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PRIDE hosts first transgender speaker in USD history

In Brief

BY COURTNEY
HOFFMAN
STAFF WRITER

BY MARY BETH
BARKER
NEWS EDITOR
AS hosts Senior Happy
Hour
Monday, April 30 Associ
ated Students will have free
food and cocktails for Se
niors.
The event is located in
Pacific Beach at Bar West at
7:00 p.m. Enjoy a chance to
have fun with your fellow
seniors!

Hawaiian Lu'au at USD
The Aikane O Hawaii or
ganization is hosting a "Night
of Paradise" on Saturday,
April 28th. There will be
dancing and music performed
by club members. Students
can use a meal plan to pay for
dinner.

Annual Multi-Cultural
Fair held in Linda Vista
This Saturday is the 22nd
annual Multi-Cultural Fair
and parade. In addition to
the parade there will be per
formances, food, artists and
vendors.
The parade begins at 11:00
a.m. and the booths are open
from 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Entertainment will run from
12:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
For more information visit
www.lindavistafair.org.

Phi Kappa Theta hosts
fundraiser
USD's newest fraternity is
hositng a fundraiser tonight at
Chevy's in Mission Valley.
From 6:00 p.m. to 9:00
p.m., Chevy's will donate
25% of USD students' bills to
Phi Kappa Theta.
Students who participate
must bring a flyer in order
to ensure they are part of the
fundraiser.

Discrimination, harassment
and prejudice are just some
of the obstacles people of dif
ferent sexual orientations and
gender identifications face in a
world that is often marred by
misunderstanding and intoler
ance.
As part of the eleventh
annual Day of Silence, a na
tional movement protesting
the silence faced by lesbian,
gay, bisexual and trangendered
people, Dhillon Khosla, former
federal staff attorney, musician
and author of the acclaimed
memoir "Both Sides Now: One
Man's Journey through Wom
anhood," made history at USD
last Wednesday by becoming
the first transgender person to
ever speak on campus.
Bom a female, Khosla
shared his extraordinary jour
ney of hope and determination
to affirm his true male identity,
while emphasizing the impor
tance of treating others with

dignity and acceptance regard
less of sexual orientation or
gender preference. "True tol
erance," he said, "is saying 'I
see you' and 'I witness you'...
and treating others how they
want to be treated."
Citing Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome, a condition
which, according toemedicine.
com, "results in a failure of
normal masculinization of the
external genitalia in chromosomally male individuals," as
a possible medical explanation
for his strong identification
with the male gender, Khosla
talked about the carefree days
of his early childhood in Brus
sels, Belgium where the boys
on the playground accepted
him. "An intuitive side of me
knew I was the other... I was
so sure of who I was despite
the body I was bom into," he
said.
When Khosla moved to the
US, his connection with males
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Dhillon Khosla, born a woman, spoke at USD concerning his jour
ney of gender transformation.

See KHOSLA, page 2

"Nonviolence as a way to peace- can it work?"
BY DAVINA COADY
STAFF WRITER

A presentation about how
nonviolence can be a better
alternative to violence in
achieving peace was held
last Tuesday in Salomon
Hall. During the event, guest
speakers challenged the audi

ence to consider the fact that
if violence were eradicated,
tragedies such as 9/11 and
Virginia Tech would never
have occurred.
Dr. Michael Nagler, a pro
fessor at UC Berkley, was the
main speaker for the night.
Nagler has devoted his life to
research and the creation of

a peaceful nonviolent world.
He has published numerous
books including "Search for
a Nonviolent Future," which
received the American Book
Award in 2002.
"Violence never does good
work," Nagler said. He argued
that it may provide immediate
relief to certain groups, but

is never positive in the long
run.
The
presentation
was
opened by Dr. Lekshe Tsomo,
a USD Theology and Re
ligious Studies professor,
giving a personal account of

See PEACE, continued

Former law school dean emphasizes power in state constitutions
BY SAM WOOLEY
STAFF WRITER

The USD School of Law
continued a long-standing and
well-respected tradition with
the presentation of its annual
Nathaniel L. Nathanson Me
morial Lecture Series featuring
Daniel B. Rodriguez, Warren

Distinguished Professor of Law
and former dean of the USD
Law School on April 19.
The series was established
in 1984 in honor of the late
Nathanson, a former esteemed
professor of law at USD. Na
thanson and his contributions
to the USD law school have
become the material of legend,

with his lecture series bearing
weight enough to draw in such
past speakers as Supreme Court
Justices John Paul Stevens and
Sandra Day O'Connor.
Rodriguez began his speech
on state constitutionalism and
modem governance by draw
ing attention to the importance
of this often-neglected arena of

the law, saying that it is one that
should receive close attention
in this age of increased federal
regulations.
"State constitutions are the
battleground on which many
controversial issues are waged,
[however] the scholarship of
state constitutional law has

See DEAN, page 2
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Mexico votes on le
galizing abortion
Legalizing abortion
in Mexico City will be
put to the vote.
Mexico's
capitol
is the second most
Catholic City in the
country, surrounding
the abortion issue with
conflict.
Currently, abortion
is legal in Mexico
City when the mother
is at risk or there are
complications with the
baby.
If
the
abortion
legislation is passed,
abortions of all kinds
would be legal.
Ethiopian oil attack
takes lives
In a rebel attack,
gunmen killed 65
Ethiopians and nine
Chinese oil workers.
The massacre took
place at an oil field in
Abole, right outside
the capitol, Jijiga.

Charles Simonyi re
turned to Earth on Sat
urday April 21. Simonyi
was the fifth civilian ever
to pay for a trip into outer
space. He and two crew
members traveled to the
International Space Sta
tion for 10 days.
The price for this vaca
tion was $25 million. Simonyi earned the money
for this trip through the
software development
of Microsoft Word and
Microsoft Excel.
Before leaving Earth,
he went through six
months of training in
Russia in order to pre
pare for his flight. While
on board the Interna
tional Space Station,
Simonyi conducted ex
periments to reveal the
space station's radiation
environment.
Astronomers discover
Earth-like planet
European astonomers
discovered a new planet
outside our solar system
that is very similar to
Earth.
The planet is thought

to have water, warm
temperatures
and
maybe even life.
Scientists
think
that the planet is only
a little larger than
earth and could even
have similar terrains
of mountain and even
oceans.
All of this is specu
lation, though, because
astronomers have yet
to see the planet but
have taken measure
ments and tempera
tures to support their
predictions.
Russia mourns Boris
Yeltsin
Boris Yeltsin, Rus
sia's first democratic
president, was laid to
rest on Wednesday.
Yeltsin had been sick
and finally died of heart
failure on Monday at
the age of 76.
While Yeltsin's time
in power was marked
by struggles and con
troversy, the people
remember his as a
"courageous fighter for
democracy" (BBC).

Dean gives farewell talk Dhillon adresses identity prejudice
"It was the absolute
epitome of self-love
Alhough he still felt
[since] I risked my life to
an immense longing to
bring myself home," he
be recognized as one of
said.
the boys, Khosla con
Khosla's discussion,
ceded he had "nothing
which was part of a
left" and started to act
week-long recognition of
more like a woman.
the silence that is caused
Yet despite his at
by discrimination and
tempts to be
prejudice toward
more" femi
gay, lesbian, bi
nine, Khosla
sexual
and trans"It was the absolute epit
could
not
gendered people,
help desiring
ome of self-love [since] was purported
to be identi
to be met with
fied with the
potential contro
risked my life to bring
male gender.
versy and pos
Khosla
sible
protests,
myself home,"
said
that
since Khosla was
Dhillon Khosla.
when
he
the first person
was referred
ever to have
to with the
addressed transfemale pronoun "[he] Khosla attained the iden gender issues at USD in
felt a gunshot had hit tification and connection a formal discussion.
he had been longing for
[him] in the heart."
However, despite the
since childhood. Khosla conflict between Catho
Khosla finally
decided to undergo concluded it was his lic tradition and gender
surgery to match the insistence and determi identification, an inquisi
image in his head nation, even in light of tive audience consisting
complications, of students and .fac
with his reflection in serious
that
has
allowed
him to ulty warmly embraced
the mirror. After the
surgery he stated that feel whole.
Khosla.
KHOSLA cont.

DEAN, continued

largely evaporated over
the
last century," Rodri
Distribution Manager
guez said.
Dr. David Sullivan
Rodriguez also stressed
Academic Advisor
state
constitutions' focus
Marie Minnick
Operations Advisor on complex moral issues
in contrast to the federal
constitution's focus on
bare-bones rights. Gay
marriage, vouchers for
religious schools, affirma
tive action and prohibition
were all discussed.
Rodriguez championed
state constitutions for
being immensely long,
complex and far easier
The Vista publication is written and edited by
USD students and funded by revenues generated
to amend than their fed
by advertising and a student fee. Advertising
material published is for information purposes
eral
counterpart, citing the
only and is not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such
California constitution's
commercial venues by the staff or University. The
Vista office is located in the lower level of the
over
500 amendments as
University Center, room 114B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
a
prime
example.
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
"Simply put," Rodri
San Diego. CA 92110
The first copies of the newspaper are complimen
guez
said, " states and
tary, all copies thereafter are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than
state
laws
are really the
unsigned editorials are the opinions of the writers
or columnists and not necessarily those of The
most essential forms of
Vista staff.
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista
government
in our every
office. Letters should be limited to 300 words and
must be signed. For identification purposes. USD
day
lives."
identification numbers and writer's year must be
included in the letter. The Vista reserves the right
Rodriguez
outlined
to edit published letters. Any content sent to the
editor will be considered for publication unless,
three
practical
reasons
for
otherwise stated.
Charlie Farra

200 gunmen opened
As of date of print, 15
fire and gained control soldiers have resumed
of the oil field, killing duty.
74 and taking seven Chi
nese workers captive.
Elections cause contro
The Ogaden National versy
Liberation Front has
Nigeria's presidential
claimed responsibility election results were an
for the attack. They say nounced with Yar'Adua
they warned the Chinese as the winner by a large
and Ethiopian govern margin. As important
ment to stay away from as the newly elected
the area and stop drill president are the circum
ing.
stances of the election.
ONLF supports their While Adua gained 70%
decision, saying the oil of votes, the European
drills are driving away Union, United States
nomadic tribes native to and other Nigerian can
the area.
didates have called the
election a farce.
Iraqi bomber kills US
In some parts of the
troops
country elections were
More than 20 US held late or not at all.
troops were killed Tues People voted multiple
day due to a suicide car times and those voting
bomber. The bomb went for opposing candidates
off northeast of Baghdad claimed to have their
near a US military base. papers ripped up in front
Sources say it may of them.
be the worst single loss
The Democratic Party
since 2005.
has been accused of
The cause is thought rigging the elections in
to be recent violence Yar'Adua's favor.
between the Sunni and
Shia militias against US Billionaire
returns
and Iraqi forces.
from space

the study of state constitu
tions: They express impor
tant governance values to
the citizens of their states,
mobilize local government
for the sake of federal wel
fare and bolster inter-state
competitiveness.
Rodriguez made a final
point that state constitu
tions contain positive and
affirmative rights whereas
the federal constitution
protects negative rights.
The state constitutions
often include the right to
an education, provisions
for the poor, the right to
a clean environment and
more light heartedly, the
right to fish (which can
be found in the California
constitution).
Rodriguez finished his
talk with goodbyes, and
thanks to the students
and staff of the USD Law
School he will begin work
at the University of TexasAustin as the Minerva
House Drysdale Regents
chair of law in the fall.

everywhere he looked it
seemed as though it had
rained.
"I saw every color of
the world crisper, like this
haze had been removed
from my eyes," he said.
Five years and 15
surgeries after making
the momentous decision,
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public safety report
Apr. 16 - Apr.

Gamino Hall: At approximately 12:06
a.m. Public Safety
responded to a com
plaint of excessive
noise coming from a
resident hall room.
Upon investigation
the area was quiet.
Maher Hall: At ap
proximately 11:04
p.m. Public Safety
responded to a re
port of cash that was
taken from a secured
resident hall room
between 7:00 p.m.
on 4/11/07 and 9:00
p.m. on 4/13/07.
Upon investigation
there were no signs
of forced entry.

:ala Vista West Lot:
approximately
2:50 a.m. Public
Safety responded to
a complaint of a ve
hicle alarm that was
sounding continu
ally for no reason.
Upon investigation
Public Safety was
unable to locate the
owner of the vehicle
and the alarm re
set.
San Bafael: At ap
proximately 8:57
a.m. Public Safety
responded to a re
port of a university
- owned vehicle that
had been vandalized
between 3:00 p.m.

on 4/18/07 and 8:00
a.m. on 4/19/07.
Upon investigation
the vehicle had graf
fiti written with a
marker on the hood
and front panel of
the vehicle's storage
box.
San Luis: At approxi
mately 11:52 p.m.
resident assistants
cited four resident
students for minor
in posession.
At approxi11:52 p.m.
resident assistants
cited seven resident
students for minor
in possession.

Missions A: At ap
proximately 10:25
p.m. Public Safety
responded to a re
port of the smell of
marijuana coming
from a resident hall
room. Upon investi
gation four resident
students were cited
for marijuana and
two of four resident
students were cited
for posession of drug
paraphernalia.
San Juan: At approxi
mately 12:17 a.m.
resident assistants
cited three resident
students for minor
in posession and one
resident student for
being in the pres
ence of alcohol.

1: At approx
imately 12:34 a.m.
resident assistants
cited seven resident
students for minor
in posession.

If you need help
or see something
suspicious, contact
Public Safety at ext.
7777.

Debate promotes peaceful alternatives to violence
PEACE, continued
her experience with both vio
lence and nonviolence. Tsomo
has traveled through war
zones in third-world countries
to help women and has seen
them suffer violence on a daily
basis.
She argues that in order to
stop this perpetual cycle of
violence people first need to
create a peaceful mind; as a
Buddhist nun, she believes
this will permeate through the
rest of life.
Captain Mike Simpson,
former Captain of the NROTC
program at USD, supported
Tsomo's belief in the essen
tiality of creating peace in
the mind. However, Simpson

stop the genocide in Rwanda.
To open his presentation,
Nagler used the tragic events
of 9/11 and Virginia Tech to
explain that violent tragedies
happen because Americans
are experiencing a spiritual
crisis.
He argues that advertising
techniques and the emphasis
on materialism has a dehu
manizing effect on people.
However, Nagler hopes that
creating an alternative culture
can destroy violent tenden
cies.
"Stop watching TV com
pletely," Nagler told his audi
ence.
Nagler believes that recent
developments in sciences such
as quantum physics and biolo-

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Dr. Michael Negler, Dr. Lekshe Tsomo and Captain Mike Sompson debated whether or not violence is a
necessary evil in our world today.

two research scientists from
Princeton. The scientists,
whose names Nagler did not
"I try in my own daily actions to react disclose, were testing the
hardwiring of the human brain
differently to different situations to
by seeing if they could change
the limbic response, which is
prevent violence,"
known as the "flight or fight"
response in the brain, when
Topher Warren.
shown a picture of an indi
vidual from a different race.
While showing the pic
argued that violence is some gy prove that humans have the tures to their test group, the
times necessary in the world ability to erase the hardwired researchers asked a set of
today. As an example, Simp tendency toward violence.
questions in an attempt to hu
son stated that the US military
One experiment Nagler manize the person in the pho
should have used violence to mentioned was conducted by tograph. Questions such as,

"do you think this person likes
broccoli?" were presented. As
soon as the questions were
asked, the limbic system in
( the brain was immediately cut
off. Nagler believes this ex
periment proves that hardwir
ing can be erased by cultural
influences.
To prove that nonviolence
is successful, Nagler talked
about the student Serbian
uprising to bring down the
dictator Slobodan Milosevic
in 1998. After a violent rebel
lious group attempted to throw
Milosevic out of command

and failed, students rallied to
gether after reading books on
how to organize a nonviolent
rebellion. They successfully
pushed Milosevic out of power
without any use of violence.
Topher Warren, a former
student of Nagler's and cur
rent law student at USD, said
that after taking Nagler's class
and listening to the presenta
tion, he looks at the world in a
new light.
"I try in my own daily ac
tions to react differently to
different situations to prevent
violence," Warren said.
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Someone's Engineering Dept. hosts Walk on Water contest
had too much
to think
BY DANA FLACK
STAFF WRITER

BY MAHINA TUTEUR
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR

I've lost the power to think, I
think. My mind is close to exhaus
tion and struggling to cross the finish
line. More scatter-brained than ever
before, I've lost my wallet twice in
the past month. Who does that?
History has shown that too much
of anything is a bad thing. Too many
cats = crazy cat lady. Too much to
drink = hangover and possible en
counter with police, among other
regrettable consequences. And now,
a month from graduation, too much
work = no fun, not to mention top
much information = no retention.
I believe overconsumption of any
kind is unhealthy, including that of
schoolwork.
Perhaps universities should take a
hint from history and lighten the load
on students in an effort to encourage
a broader education in life, not just
consumption of certain topics related
in textbooks. College is supposed to
be the best time of our lives, a time
when we discover our passions and
work towards expertise in our fields.
We just don't have the time to
explore our interests with a 15-unit
semester, which prevents us from
investing ourselves whole-heartedly
in the material. It's depressing that
we don't have the time to read a book
leisurely, let alone finish required
course materials in time for class.
Don't get me wrong; I love learn
ing. I'm a true believer in the power
of knowledge and honestly think
that education can set people free,
no matter how corny that sounds.
It's simply a shame that institutions
of higher education can rob students
of the fascination and joy inherent in
learning and instead impose a state
of constant stress and sickness.
When I really think about it though,
so what if I lost my wallet and feel a
little cuckoo? So what if we stay up
late, wake up early and drown our
selves in papers in the process? We
are going to receive college degrees,
a rare luxury in this world of great
disparity. It's important to remem
ber that many aren't afforded the
golden opportunity to pursue higher
education and may never experience
upward mobilty.
Take a walk in the park, go play
soccer with friends or turn off your
brain with some E! News Television.
But most importantly, remember to
take a deep breath and ponder for a
moment how much we will be able
to accomplish with a college educa
tion. We really are the lucky ones.

Thanks to the USD engineering de
partment, Jesus is not the only person
who can walk on water.
Last Saturday at the Sports Center
pool, USD engineering students held the
sixteenth annual Walk on Water compe
tition. The purpose of the event was to
promote the engineering field to students
as young as elementary school level.
Students constructed a type of flotation
device that would let them "walk" across
the pool with ease and speed in order to
win the competition. By creating such
a device, referred to as water shoes, the
students learn basic engineering skills
that can be applied to real world situa
tions.
With ingenuity and careful planning
students created devices to attach to their
feet that would support them in the pool
and allow them to walk across. Friendly
competition was part of the game as stu
dents cheered loudly for their teams and
took turns racing across the water.
The head of the event this year was
mechanical engineering professor Dr.
Matthew McGarry, who is proud to host
the competition.
"It's not just for the USD students; it's
for the entire community to show that en
gineering has a lot of creativity and that
it's not just math and science," McGarry
said.
Some schools that were involved
included La Jolla High, Poway High,
Scripps Ranch High, Crawford High
and four individual elementary schools
located in La Jolla.
Many of the participants were excited

COURTESY OF JOCELYN BALUYUT

San Diego students of all ages raced across the water wearing their new "water shoes."

to be a part of the event not only because
it was fun, but also because their physics
teachers offered extra credit.
"It's a lot of work but it's worth it in
the end," said participant Haoyu Sum of
La Jolla high. "We do it for fun."
Many of the students had very cre
ative names for their water shoes such as
"Leave Room For Jesus," "Your Mom"
and "Sons of Leonidas."
Industrial engineering professor Dr.
Leonard Perry has been leading the Walk
on Water event for the past six years but
has decided to pass it on to McGarry this
year. Perry still played a major role in
making this event possible.
"[The purpose of this event] is to
create excitement at a high school level
by giving them a challenging problem,"
Perry said.
USD engineering majors also helped

organize the event. "[Walk on Water]
gives the students an opportunity to look
at engineering in an enjoyable and fun
perspective," Ashlee Enriquez, a sopho
more industrial engineering major, said.
Actual competition rules maintain that
a participant will receive a 60 second
penalty if he or she doesn't weave around
the water buoys and a disqualification if
the participant falls into the water. Even
without the incentives of prizes and extra
credit students had a good time.
"I heard there were scholarships
involved, but also I did it just for fun,"
Simon Weber, a student at Scripps Ranch
High School, said.
USD will continue to host Walk on
Water in the hope to inspire young stu
dents to consider studying engineering in
the future and show them how engaging
learning can be.

Where have all the great apes gone?
Speaker reveals sad fates for apes in entertainment
BY BRIDGET DIXON
GUEST WRITER

Dr. Patti Ragan, founder and director
of the Center for Great Apes, addressed
students and other community mem
bers in the UC Forum last Wednesday
in an effort to promote her organiza
tion, which aims at helping primates
who have been mistreated after being
in the entertainment industry.
The Anthropology Club at USD
brought Ragan to campus because of
the interest of the club in primates as
examples of evolutionary links in the
study of physical and social character
istics of humanity.
For the common undergrad, interest
in this event stems from celebrity in
trigue in general. For many apes in the
entertainment industry, such as those
who perform in movies like "Dunston
Checks In" or television shows like
"Passions," life is unfortunate after
they have lived out their usefulness in
acting.
Several of these apes ended up in
small, pitiful enclosures working at
some cheap sideshow circus, at bio
medical research facilities or just alone
in a cage being fed by an apathetic
breeder. This sad existence was their
reality until Ragan came along.

"Sex sells and great apes sell,"
Ragan stated in her presentation. Stu
dents, faculty and many community
members listened to the story of how
Ragan came to be responsible for 43
chimpanzees and orangutans. In a
slideshow, Ragan introduced the au
dience to the primate residents in the
Center for Great Apes, a permanent
sanctuary in Wauchula, Florida.
Located on 100 acres of South Cen
tral Florida, the sanctuary has ten en
closures that measure 34 feet tall and
are connected to each other and the
main veterinary clinic by over half a
mile of elevated tunnels. The center is
not open to the public, and thus the apes
are allowed to have more privacy.
The need for this center was appar
ent as Ragan explained in her presen
tation how great apes are treated in the
entertainment business.
Typically, a chimpanzee or orang
utan is only able to perform for humans
in an acting manner for six to eight
years.
After this, they overwhelm
keepers with growth and increased ag
gression. The entertaining companies
then have no use for the animals and
find new places to care for them. Ac
credited zoos, such as the San Diego
Zoo, cannot take these retired apes,
and as a result the animals end up in

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Abandoned by the entertainment indus
try, once famous apes are forced to
retire to research facilities or attractions.

medical research facilities, roadside
zoos and attractions or in a breeder's
cage.
Ragan mentioned several ways that
the community could assist the Center
for the Great Apes in her presentation.
Undergraduate internships are avail
able at the center; donations, either
money or in-kind materials, are also
appreciated.
Students wanting to learn more re
garding Ragan or the Center for Great
Apes can visit the website www.primeapes.org.
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Alephonsion Deng discussed his memoir and first US experiences at the IPJ Theatre.

Sudanese Lost Boy reacts to
ongoing atrocities at home
and renewed life in America
Camp, where he spent nine years of his
life before coming to the United States.
Reflecting on what life was like at
Genocide, a term that echoes the Kakuma, Deng conceded that it was the
mass killings of the Holocaust, Rwanda "best place I've lived [after the war].
and the Srbrencia and Cambodian mas One meal a day really wasn't a big prob
sacres, has become more closely as lem ... sometimes you'd get dizzy, but
sociated with the present calamities in that's okay, it's better than starving," he
Darfur, Sudan.
said.
However, bloodshed and loss of life
Deng, who speaks four languages
are far from novel concepts within the - English, his tribal dialect of Dinka,
war-torn borders of the country; Sudan and a little Arabic and Kswahili - re
has also stood witness to a 23-year-long vealed not only a sense of candor and
civil war between the Islamic North sincerity, but also a compelling urge to
and the animist and Christian South tell his story.
that killed off two million people and
"I feel obligated to open my mouth
displaced five million more.
[after] watching my fellow people
Alephonsion Deng, a Sudanese perish before my eyes. I have to say
native and co-author of the memoir something," he said.
"They Poured Fire on Us From the Sky:
However, instead of delving into
The True Story of Three Lost Boys the harrowing intricacies of his jour
from Sudan" spoke at the IPJ Theatre ney, which is vividly chronicled in his
on Monday about his journey as a Lost memoir, Deng resonated a sense of
Boy and his life in the United States. light-heartedness when discussing his
Judy A. Bernstein, International Rescue intriguing encounters with American
Committee caseworker, also discussed culture at his first job as a courtesy clerk
the war-ravaged history of Sudan.
and stocker at a Ralph's grocery store in
The Lost Boys of Southern Sudan San Diego.
fled their villages in biblical propor
Deng also discussed his studies at
tions during the late 1980s as war de Grossmont College and his want to "try
stroyed their communities and killed every field to learn something." School
their families.
provides the promise and hope Deng
The Red Cross estimates approxi has long been in search for.
mately 26,000 little boys, some as
"I'm beginning to dream now. I've
young as five, hid from the Northern never dreamed," he said on getting an
invaders and began walking a thousand education.
miles in herds, searching for a refuge
Deng also never dreamed of speak
from warfare.
ing at USD or even having the capacity
Deng, who fled his village of Wau to influence others, he later admitted.
in 1989 at just seven years of age, suf
"Sometimes," he said, "you don't
fered from extreme hunger, fatigue and know if you're going to make a differ
sickness, while witnessing children ence, until certain things work on your
and adults dying from starvation and subconscious."
gunshot wounds. He walked along
Deng's candid discussion not only
with masses of other Lost Boys for five raised awareness about the war-ridden
years, finding shelter at refugee camps, history of Sudan, but also provided
until the fighting caught up with him.
a sense of hope and insight and a rare
Deng finally stopped his seemingly firsthand account that provided voices
endless trek across Sudan when he and faces to the people behind the grim
reached the Kenyan Kakuma Refugee headlines.
BY COURTNEY HOFFMAN
STAFF WRITER
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the joy of recess.
Reno-Tahoe, the ultimate end to
another year of school.

New Nonstop Twice Daily Service from
San Diego to Reno-Tahoe on Southwest Airlines
fgj

another si
er, treat
\fter you've closed the books
yourself to recess at a higher level. At Reno-Tahoe, you'll
find a place where action., entertainment and culture are
anything but textbook. You'll find mountains to bike and
hike, dozens of courses to golf, lakes to sail, rivers to fish,
and a world-class kayak course carving its way through a
downtown that's legendary for its entertainment and
gaming and for an arts and culture scene that's refreshing
and renowned. Graduate to a vacation that's on
everyone's dean's list. Escape to Reno-Tahoe from San
Diego with Southwest Airlines. To book your flight today
go to FlyRenoTahoe.com/Southwest or
call 1-888-489-2877.
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Refugee situation in Iraq needs attention

BY SARAH MILLER
OPINION EDITOR

There are about two million Iraqi
refugees in the Middle East today due to
the ongoing Iraq war. There are another
estimated two million Iraqis displaced
within the country, totaling four million
people completely put out by the war.
Cassie Robertson for the Cornell
Daily Sun quotes Arafat Jamal, the UN
officer in charge of regional resettlement
in the Middle East and North Africa at an
international conference on the refugee
situation in Iraq, calling this the "larg
est displacement crisis in the Middle
East since the mass Palestinian exodus
in 1948." Although the crisis is being
confronted to some extent, the UN and
the international community, especially
the US, need to increase efforts to help
the growing refugee population.
There are numerous refugee crises
around the world with millions of
people forced into camps, but there is
a more potent and concerning factor
facing these refugees; the majority of
the surrounding countries do not offer
asylum and have no policy for dealing

with refugees.
In short, the people fleeing the war
in Iraq often have no ability to partici
pate legally in the economy of the host
country. Any resources the people may
have had are depleting, quickly leaving
the refugees in a state of crisis. These
refugee camps, in turn, become a breed
ing ground for terrorist groups.
Today's refugee population is forced
to confront the lack of official status
given to them by host countries such as
Lebanon, or possibly worse, no status
at all in the "buffer-zone" between Iraq
and Jordan; because of this they have
no authority to turn to for assistance,
but rather are subject to the good will
of the UN.
Refugee International (RI), a refu
gee advocacy organization, points out
that the primary goal for these people
is to establish a home in a third country
which partially sheds light on why some
refugees are refusing to return to Iraq.
However, establishing residency or
asylum is near impossible for most refu
gees with countries like the US , which
enforces strict laws to keep refugees
out. Refugees receive little aid for legal
concerns, such as asylum, and are often
stuck in refugee camps for years.
Jamal points out that some of the
neighboring countries that refugees flee
to, such as Lebanon and Jordan, openly
declare they will deport them.
RI also points out that the refugee
camps, although having some ser
vices, offer none for children and are

COURTESY OF IBIBLIO.ORG

The Iraq War has a displaced population rate that is estimated at 50,000 people each
month causing a disturbance in the security of the country and the region.

increasing the instability of the region.
Resources are dwindling quickly, and
at the current rate, the United Nations
Commission for Human Rights does
not have the capacity to assist the high
number.
Without food and water supplies,
medical care, child care, asylum and
financial assistance, this growing popu
lation has no other option but to suffer
in the desert between or in a hostile
country in hopes of a third country to
offer them assistance.
UNHCR's website has the internal
displacement estimated at a continuous
rate of 50,000 each month. The US,

Attention Communication, Business
and Art Students:
Come work for The Vista next year.
Now Taking applications for all positions.

Sweden and Australia are three coun
tries in a position to assist these refu
gees in resettlement cases.
Considering the obvious decrease in
security throughout Iraq, most notably
in the green zone, assisting this popula
tion in resettling would be an imperative
step in restabilizing the region and pos
sibly easing tensions between neighbor
ing countries.
Regardless, UNHCR and the US
need to demand better conditions for
the large number of refugees and work
on changing asylum policies in host
countries to ensure more humane con
ditions for all.
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Why people are excited about Barack Obama
BY STEPHEN BRITT
STAFF WRITER
A couple of weekends ago, the coun
try celebrated Jackie Robinson Day
and the 60th anniversary of his break
ing of the color barrier in baseball.
Beyond just baseball, Mr. Robinson's
accomplishments were inspirational to
African Americans around the country
and spilled over to society.
For the first time, African Americans
had someone who was integrated with
whites on the baseball field.
He proved that not only was he
equal, he was better than nearly every
player of his era. Looking back from
the eyes of a person growing up in the
1980s and 1990s, this may seem like
less of a deal than it truly was for Af
rican Americans living before the civil
rights era of the 1960s that did not have
anyone of their race to look up to that
was integrated.
Segregated society told them that
they could have their own things:
their own bathrooms, their own drink
ing fountains and their own baseball
leagues, but they were somehow less
than that of whites. With Jackie, that
all changed. Not only was he on the
same field as whites, he was dominat
ing them.
Today, many people are excited
about Barack Obama; he gets people
riled up unlike any candidate in the
past 20 years. Although he has strong
stances on important issues that con
tribute to this excitement, one reason

may also be that he could break the
ultimate color barrier: the presidency.
As far as we have come in the past
50 years, the American presidency is
still a conduit of white supremacy. We
have never had a president who was not
a white male. The potential of Barack
Obama breaking this color barrier is
even more significant to our society
than Jackie Robinson was no matter
how much one loves baseball.
For civil rights leaders like Malcom
X and Martin Luther King, Jr. to look
forward only 40 years from the days in
which their homes were bombed, put
in jail and eventually assassinated for
asking for simple equal rights, having
a black candidate leading the pack of
presidential contenders would be wish
ful thinking.
When the Brooklyn Dodgers de
cided that they wanted to have a player
break the color barrier, many said that
they were waiting for the right player
to do so. It had to be someone who
was accomplished, tough and intelli
gent enough to put up with the scrutiny
that they knew he was to face. Jackie
Robinson seemed to be the perfect can
didate.
He not only attended one of the best
universities in the world (UCLA), but
lettered in four separate sports: base
ball, basketball (where he won West
Coast Conference MVP), football
(where he earned All-Pac 10 honors)
and track (where he broke a long jump
record).
To top it all off, he served in the Army

GRAPHIC CREATED BY RYAN BRENNAN
Jackie Robinson broke a color barrier in professional sports. Barak Obama is similarly
positioned to break the color barrier, but in the political arena.

WEEKLY HOROSCOPE

during World War II, though he was
honorably discharged for not moving to
the back of a military bus. Put simply,
he was accomplished in nearly every
way possible and was ready for what
he had to face. The Dodgers wanted
someone who was thick-skinned and
tough enough to take the taunting he
would receive and they found that in
Jackie Robinson according to Voice of
America News.
Which brings us back to Barack
Obama. Whether or not Sen. Obama
will win the presidency has yet to be
seen although he looks to many as the
first African-American candidate with
a very realistic possibility. Obviously
one would have to look beyond his

skin color at the issues and stances he
takes, however he is undoubtedly an
extremely qualified leader.
As a Columbia and Harvard law
alum and the first black president of the
Harvard Law Review, he undoubtedly
has the brains to match his charisma
that has won many voters over. Like
a modern Robinson, he has the resume
to give him unquestioned credibility.
The true test will come from the voters
themselves as they ask themselves how
far has America come since Jackie Rob
inson and since the civil rights era? Is
America ready for a black president?
Maybe not everyone is. But then
again, not everyone was ready for
Jackie Robinson.

with Stefanie Wray
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There are powerful celestial forces at work in your everyday life. The world revolves around the Sun. The Sun is a star. Twelve
Star Signs representing different personality profiles interact with the Planets in predictable cycles. Astrologists are able to
translate the meaning found in each interaction to help explain the potential challenges and possibilities present in your life.

Aries (March 21-April 19) "If you
aren't in over your head, how do you
know how tall you are?"(T. S. Eliot).
This week, try to extend your reach just
millimeters further than you thought
possible. All the stretching and strain
ing will prove fruitful.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) "I've never
had a humble opinion in my life. If
you're going to have one, why bother
to be humble about it?"(Joan Baez). Be
bold this week when it comes to ex
pressing your opinions. Don't hesitate
to speak out and fight back.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) "Sometimes
I am two people. Johnny is the nice
one. Cash causes all the trouble. They
fight,"(Johnny Cash). Having a quarrel
with your conscience about an ethical
issue at work? Tiy to listen to Johnny.
Cash will just get you in trouble.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) "Humanity
I love you because when you're hard
up you pawn your intelligence to buy a
drink,"(e. e. cummings). Have you been
escaping into the solace of procrasti
nation and denial lately? The time has
come to focus and buckle down!
•••
Leo (July 23-August 22) "Cock your

hat - angles are attitudes," (Frank Sina
tra). This week, it's all about how you
present yourself. Strut your stuff with
confidence and people will respond with
respect. This week is great for presenta
tions or performances.
•••
Virgo (August 23-September 22) "I
used to live in a room full of mirrors; all
I could see was me. I take my spirit and I
crash my mirrors, now the whole world
is here for me to see,"(Jimi Hendrix).
Try to look at a situation from a fresh
perspective. It'll make more sense.

Libra (September 23-October 22) "Do
I contradict myself? Very well, then I
contradict myself, I am large, I contain
multitudes," (Walt Whitman). It's per
fectly acceptable to be confused and
conflicted while hearing both sides of
the argument. For now, just listen.
••

Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)
"Suspicion is the cancer of friendship,"
(Petrarch). Your relationship with a
certain someone will suffocate if you
cannot trust them. Trust is the sunlight
that will allow your friendship to flour
ish and grow.
•••••
Sagittarius (November 22-December
21) "My motto - sans limites," (Isadora
Duncan). There are no limits to what

you can accomplish this week. Set lofty
goals in respect to school and work and
you will ascend towards them with great
rapidity.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
"First comes the sweat. Then comes the
beauty - if you're very lucky," (George
Balanchine). Be prepared for a hard,
sweaty work week. The good news is
you will be lucky; the results will be
beautiful and satisfying.
•••

Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
"The best way to make your dreams
come true is to wake up," (Paul Valery).
You've been sick with a case of the
"ifs." "If only" this and "wouldn't it be
great if' that. What if "if' is here and
now? What will you do?
•••
Pisces (February 19-March 20) "By
believing passionately in something
that still does not exist, we create it.
The nonexistent is whatever we have
not sufficiently desired," (Franz Kafka).
You can make a desire a reality if you
believe in your ability to do so.
•••••

Disclaimer: This is not the wisdom of
The Vista staff but rather an interpreta
tion by yours truly. Feel free to take the
horoscope with a grain of salt.

commitment
to accuracy
See a mistake in
this issue?
Send corrections
and clarifications
to:
Managing Editor
Vanessa Guzman
by e-mail:
guzman@usdvista.
com,
or call our
editorial line:

(619) 260-4584
Last week's corrections:
* Deidra Schwab is a
member of USD's Kappa
Alpha Theta, not DePauw's
chapter, page 10.
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ACROSS
I. Diplomat von Bismarck
5. An event to
others
II. Non-Governmental Organization
14. Apple or raspberry juice partner
15. Cow sounds
16. Pop container
17. Best place to work on campus
19. For you, but not I
20. Portugese city
21. Wazzu mascot
22. Felines
23. Spherical can
25. Safari helmet
27. Ordinary
30. West and McMahon
34. Lawyers, abbr.
37. In it for the money
38. Delayed
39. Southeast Asian ethnic group
40. Craftsman
42. Long Dist. Relationship

43. No person specifically
45. Inhabitant of the convent
46. In addition
47. Shorts with a skirt!
48. Allied with
50. This or that, Sp.
52. Music player
56. Fishing and lightning
59. Teeny
62. Points toward graduation
63. Adam's better half
64. Like a documentary
66. Electric swimmer
67. Gastropod characteristic
68. Nigeria people
69. Small fish
70. British pop band
71. Female deer
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Students for Life and University Ministry are
hosting a full week of events pertaining to different
life issues. Check out the schedule on the back of
this postcard and join us for any or all of these
events.
Highlighted events: (Co-Sponsored by AS)
Screening of "Bella"
with guest appearance
by producer/actor
Eduardo Verastegui
Tuesday, May 1st
7pm UC Forum AB

Matt Maher Concert
for AIDS Awareness
Friday, may 4th
7pm UC Forum AB
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31

38

40

39

26
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DOWN
63
1. Group of eight
2. Italian fountain
66
3. Bird of prey weapon
4. Burdensome
69
5. Large flightless bird
6. Natl. Org. of Nurses with
Disabilities
7. Extinct bird
8. Question from a reluctant batter
9. My favorite drinks at happy
hour
10. It's big, it's made out of wood
11. College sports org.
12. Sports authority owner
13. Wallet fillers
18. Iranian province
22. Talk online
24. Beetle superfamily
26. Other
that...

Come join us for LIFE Week 2007

6

3
4

56

Last Week's Puzzle Solved:

7

62

61

-

65

64
67

70

28. Left brain activity
29. Gird these!
31. Nickname for Eleanor
32. These justify the means
33. Robert Kellum alias
34. Sigh!
35. Frank the
36. Stringed toy
40. Formicidae
41. Designer Anna
44. Gold and silver
46. Tonsil

•

m
71

49. Ornamental box
51. Mozart ditty
53. Drummer Starr
54. Congo city
55. Norwegian city and fjord
56. Coral structure
57. Through
58. Colombian singer
60. Pond residue
61. Ivy league school
64. Make a mistake
65. Feathers partner

Life Week 2007 Schedule of Events
Monday, April 30
11:45 pm -12:05 pm
12:00 pm 2:00 pm
7:00 pm - 9:30 pm

Tuesday, May Is
12:00 pm -2:00 pm
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm

nd

Wednesday, May 2'
12:00 pm-2:00 pm
8:30 pm - 8:50 pm
9:00 pm - 9:30 pm

rd

Thursday. May 3
12:00 pm-2:00 pm
7:00 pm - 8:00 pm

th

Friday. May 4
12:00 pm-2:00 pm
7:00 pm - 8:30 pm

Poverty
Recitation of the Rosary. Founders Chapel
Information Table and card making service activity
table. Front of UC
Movie: "The Pursuit of Happyness" followed by a
discussion. UC 103

Abortion / Adoption
Information Table and card making service activity
table. Front ofUC
Movie: Screening of "Bella" with discussion led by
producer and actor, Eduardo Verstegui
L/C Forums A/B

Genocide
Information Table and card making ser
vice activity table. Front of UC
Recitation of the Rosary. Founders Chapel
Mass for Peace with a special focus on genocide.
Founders Chapel

The Death Penalty
Information Table and card making service activity
table. Front of UC
Panel discussion: "Perspectives on the Inadequacy of
the Death Penalty." UC 103

AIDS
Information Table and card making service activity
table. Front ofUC
Matt Maher Concert for AIDS Awareness and
revealing of the Photography Contest winners.
UC Forums A/B

Feature
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BY LAURA GIVEN
STAFF WRITER

a few shocking facts about global
bage cans. That should change,"
"There has to be a
yd*
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LaGood said.
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Compact fluorescent light bulbs last 10
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Progressive values
versus
"Entourage"

BY ANDREW MARZONI
ARTS & CULTURE

I don't care much about riches or
fame. Of course, you don't have to
believe me - why should you? Ob
viously, I'm at best a narcissist and
at worst a kind of voyeur just in the
fact that every week I write a column
in which I reveal my personal, often
completely inconsequential, thoughts
on everything from Taco Bell to Karl
Marx in order for you, the reader, to
understand my thought process and
ultimately (hopefully) like me. If
that is not narcissistic, what is? And
is narcissism not the root of all in
clinations toward a life of riches and
fame?
At the risk of deconstructing my
own psychology to the point of obliv
ion, I would like to address some
thing that I see as a kind of dilemma
for you, the reader, to interpret as you
see fit. You see, as a person with no
conscious desire for vast amounts of
money or celebrity (assuming for the
purpose of my argument that you will
actually believe this), I love the HBO
show "Entourage." I love this show
to the extent that last Sunday when
my roommate merely suggested he
would be using the television for
other purposes at 10 p.m. PST, my
mind was flooded with a rather terri
fying stream of murderous thoughts
and intents. Luckily (for his sake),
we resolved the dispute.
However, my overwhelming love
for this show strikes me as nothing
short of inexplicable. Why should a
progressive, socially conscious intel
lectual as myself (see what I mean
by "narcissistic"?) harbor such posi
tive sentiments for a show based on
four guys driving Hummers, spend
ing money like there's no tomorrow
and shallowly exploiting beautiful
women for sex? Sure, the show is
full of stellar writing and impeccable
performances - particularly Jeremy
Piven's depiction of Ari Gold - but
the values it romanticizes fundamen
tally undermine everything in which
I believe.
Perhaps "Entourage" is merely a
kind of televisual fascination, a means
for my own need for escapism, or an
overrepresented pseudo-reality that I
myself will never take part in but still
wish to observe (there's the voyeur
in me). Maybe I like "Entourage" for
the same reasons any self-respecting
feminist secretly adores "Sex and the
City." Or maybe I really do want to
be rich and famous. I don't really
know.
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" In the Land of Women" revamps cliche plot
BY ADIE LUDWIG
STAFF WRITER

Skipping town to rebuild a broken
heart has been the typical break-up
storyline for innumerable movies.
However, Jonathan Kasdan's first film,
"In the Land of Women," brings it to a
new level; he brings his characters to
life by adding a sense of compassion.
The main character, Carter, embarks
on a much needed trip of self-discov
ery and refurbishes the overused plot.
The film begins when Adam Bro
dy's character Carter, a 27-year-old
who has never fully grown up, is at a
restaurant with his actress girlfriend.
She breaks up with him and makes it
clear that Carter was more invested in
the relationship than she was. After she
leaves the restaurant, Carter is heart
broken and teary-eyed trying to figure
out what to do next.
Feeling empty and wanting a chance
to write the script he'd been attempt
ing for 11 years, Carter leaves town
against his mother's wishes and goes
to Michigan to stay at his grandmoth
er's house.
When he arrives, Carter is slightly
bemused when he discovers his grand
mother is waiting to die.
Across the street, there is a mother
(Meg Ryan) and daughter (Kristen
Stewart) whom Carter becomes in
volved with. They help him discover
his inner-self and he eventually ma
tures.
At the same time, he is able to offer
valuable advice to them. As the film
progresses, they begin to learn more
about each other and the audience is
able to see why the characters are the
way they are. These unusual friend
ships become more complicated as
their care for one another continues to
grow.
Although the plot seems contrived
at times, Adam Brody gives life to a
character that could not have been
pulled off by many actors. He is funny,

WWW.ROTTENTOMATOES.COM
Adam Brody and Meg Ryan in Jonathan Kasdan's "In the Land of Women."

but not over the top and his awkward
ness adds an endearing quality to his
role.
Meg Ryan, who has been absent
from the movie scene for quite a while,
takes on a role that is more challeng
ing than what most viewers are used to
seeing her in. She is able to portray a
person who is missing something es
sential in life without trying too hard
to evoke emotions from people.
Additionally, Kristen Stewart plays
Lucy, who is just another kid in the
stereo-typical suburban lifestyle. She
has a strong aversion towards her
mother that she has carried for years.
As the film progresses, the audience is

able to understand the root of this.
All three of the characters build upon
each other which results in a pleasant
movie-watching experience.
Although the film
seems slow
during some parts, its plot is interesting
enough to keep viewers' attention. It is
predictable in some parts, yet surpris
ing in others. Unlike many mainstream
films today, "In the Land of Women"
delivers a message. It maintains that
in order to mature and become more
satisfied with our lives, we must first
get to know ourselves. Once we do
that, life will still be complicated, but
we will have a better sense of control
over it.

The British finally get things right with "Hot Fuzz"
BYCLAYTOLBERT
STAFF WRITER

Cheap shots at the English aside,
for those of you who have not seen
director Edgar Wright's first widely
distributed film, "Shaun of the Dead,"
you are missing out.
An ode to George Romero's zombie
films, "Shaun of the Dead" does
something very unique; it effectively
satirizes the zombie-genre film, all
while standing on its own as an effec
tive horror feature. Few movies even
attempt to do something like this, and
far less even moderately succeed.
But "Shaun of the Dead" was no
anomaly; Wright's latest incarnation,
"Hot Fuzz," puts such a suggestion to
rest, showing "Shaun" was no fluke and
he is just that good of a filmmaker.
"Fuzz" markets itself as a parody
of buddy-cop, action films, but I was
pleasantly surprised to find that it was

much more. With elements taken from
all, "Fuzz" parodies horror, thriller,
drama, buddy-cop, action and even
western movies with a craftiness and
acumen long lost since the glory days
of John Carpenter.
The first half of the movie is almost
a straightforward drama and crime
thriller as a small town cop investi
gates his growing suspicions of foul
play at the hands of many gruesome
"accidents."
Of course, horror elements are
found as well in the creative and hor
rific manner in which the "accidents"
occur; Wright is a horror-genre enthu
siast, and there is no doubt he will keep
some good "kill" scenes from going to
waste.
The second half is where the film
really begins to satirize buddy-cop
movies and turns into a flat-out action
romp.
My favorite scene is the last shoot

out of the movie, where Wright makes
a wonderful ode to westerns.
Our hero rides into town on a horse,
guns prominently displayed, and
people scatter to clear the streets, vil
lains begin to take cover and all hell
breaks loose.
Of course, throughout the entire
movie are tension-breaking scenes of
buffoonery and several hilarious oneliners, all lending themselves to the
"satire" label; the film is a great effort
in achieving what it aims to make fun
of.
A great action movie, a great crime
thriller and a great comedy, "Hot Fuzz"
does everything co-writers Wright and
Simon Pegg (also the star of the film)
aimed for it to do.
See it because you want a good
action movie, a good thriller, a good
satire, or whatever; "Hot Fuzz" satis
fies on all levels. I knew the Brits had
to be good for something.
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Who to see and who to miss while staving off the desert heat
BY ANDREW MARZONI

COACHeiLA

ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

CHRISTIE OSBORNE
It is a rather disarming fact that the
trust-fund kids of celebrity phenoms tend
to be artistic geniuses. Sean Lennon,
Rufus Wainwright, The Strokes' Julian
Casablancas, the list goes on, but is by no
means all-inclusive (ahem, Paris Hilton).
Whether you know him as the son of
director Jack Schwartzman and actress
Talia Shire, the nephew of Francis Ford
Coppola and cousin of Nicolas Cage, the
older brother of Rooney's Robert Car
mine, the former drummer of Phantom
Planet or "Rushmore"'s Max Fischer,
Jason Schwartzman has solidified his
place in the former category with the
release of his solo debut, "Nighttiming,"
under the pseudonym Coconut Records.
"Nighttiming" is interesting in that it
serves as a kind of pastiche of much of
the better pop music of the latter twen
tieth and now twenty-first centuries.
Fans of the Beach Boys will undoubt
edly be pleased by the tracks "It's Not
You It's Me" and "Ask Her to Dance,"
while "Easy Girl" channels early Beatles
singles. The list of obvious influences
goes on from there: "Back to You" is
strikingly similar to "Blue Album" era
Weezer and "Nighttiming" and "Mind
ing My Own Business" sound like they
could have been written by French hip
ster-funk group Phoenix. The influence
of Ben Kweller and the Shins can also be
detected throughout the album.
The current single, "West Coast,"
aside from being one of the album's
standout tracks, seems to be a more mel
ancholy response to Phantom Planet's
"California," the O.C. ready hit single
of Schwartzman's previous band. While
Phantom Planet's Alex Greenwald no
toriously warned, "California here we
come," Schwartzman here bemoans a
return to his home state, singing, "And
I miss you/I'm going back home to the
west coast/I wish you could put yourself
in my suitcase." It is this sense of regret
and loss throughout the album - though
undercut by upbeat rhythms and euphoric
melodies - that signals an advancement
in Schwartzman's artistic talents to rather
more serious fare.
Without a doubt, the highlight of
"Nighttiming" is the series of acoustic,
folk ditties strategically placed through
out the album. Album opener "This Old
Machine" is a perfect introduction to the
melange of highs and lows to be heard
through the album and "Summer Day,"
the album's best song, is reminiscent of
the ukulele-driven duet Steve Martin and
Bernadette Peters share in the film "The
Jerk." The boy-girl vocals on "Mama"
and "Slowly," show that Schwartzman
has an Okie sensibility beneath the syn
thesizer obsession of the album's title
track. "Nighttiming" will be released on
CD this summer and is currently avail
able for downloading on iTunes. Though
the social signification of Schwartzman's
apparently genetic and familial advan
tage in the entertainment business may
initially seem disconcerting, a listen
through "Nighttiming" reveals a kind of
talent private schools and famous parents
could not have supplied on their own.

STAFF WRITER

This year's Coachella Music and
Arts Festival, at the Empire Polo
Fields in Indio, Ca., is the first threeday festival in the event's history. With
over 100 bands playing at the festival,
which lasts from Fri., April 27 to Sun.,
April 29, it would be difficult for any
concertgoer to see all of the artists.
Though the official set times have
yet to be released, those of you lucky
enough to have tickets can use this as
a guide to the bands to see and those
you'd be better off passing up.
Friday, April 27
Who to see:
Tilly and the Wall: What to do in
a pop rock band without a drummer?
Easy, substitute a tap dancer if you're
a part of this Omaha pop outfit.
Sunshine melodies and adolescent
themes for even the most jaded
grown up.
Of Montreal: Theatric perfor
mance rock is back. For psychedelic
synth music, makeup and costumes
as well as a bit of falsetto, groove to
this androgynous pop.
Sonic Youth: These "No Wave"
innovators are responsible for many
of your favorite alternative bands.
With less noise and more rock on the
newest album, Thurston and Kim will
rock your face off.
Arctic Monkeys: They are the
soundtrack to your favorite party, and
their youthfully fervent live show
brings the full force of their cheeky
lyrics with barely time to catch your
breath between songs
Rufus Wainwright: Take a break
from getting down in the heat for
the earnest but not-too-serious diet
rock from this piano and guitar boy.
Lilting harmony and solid backing
melodies will give you a break.
Interpol: Though their live shows
have received mixed reviews, these
New York mope-rockers are sure to
deliver the goods. Listen for new
songs from their upcoming album, to
be released this summer.
The Jesus and Mary Chain:
Coachella has been known to
showcase great reunions, and these
shoegaze legends are no exception.
Gogol Bordello: These gypsy
punks combine Eastern European
folk music, electric guitars and angry
drunkenness, resulting in some of the
most widely talked about live shows
ever.
Who to skip:
Bjork: Not quite sure what the
big deal is here because the ambient
music just doesn't fill any real musi
cal voids. Skip out on this avantgarde noise and look for the subheadliner. It will be less crowded and
more enjoyable.
Saturday, April 28
Who to see:
MSTRKRFT: Why? Because this
is the closest we will get all weekend
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This year's Coachella line-up has left many a music fan in a state of gaping awe.

to Daft Punk's 2006 rager. More danceable and less trance-y than the other
electronica performers, at the very least
come watch the kids with the glow
sticks.
The Good the Bad & The Queen:
Damon Albarn (Gorillaz, Blur) wants to
teach you about life in modern London,
so come listen to chilled-out and
original tracks from this British semisupergroup.
Black Keys: And you were wonder
ing where the classic guitar went. This
blues-rock duo channels the greats and
howls through low-fi mics to get the
crowd a-groovin'.
Hot Chip: Drum machine beats and
super-smiley repetitive melodies will
pull the dancer right out of you. Chug
some water and dance away your hydra
tion.
The Arcade Fire: If you missed their
epic performance here in 2005, you can
redeem yourself, plus this phenomenal
live band has new tracks to wow you
with from their new album.
The Decemberists: When they're not
competing with the Arcade Fire for the
title of "best band of our generation,"
they're impressing audiences with
innovative, often orchestral live perfor
mances.
LCD Soundsystem: James Murphy is
rumored to be as rowdy a performer as a
he is a songwriter. Make sure to drink a
few Red Bulls before this set.
Who to skip:
CocoRosie: From personal experi
ence, promise me you won't see this
show. Or if you trust Pitchfork, check
out the atrocious ratings. But if you like
screeches and freak folk, be my guest.

Jack's Mannequin: A bit out of place
at this festival, pop-rock JM will attract
the lowest common denominator of
music fans. Plus why waste your time
at Coachella when they're playing USD
10 days later?
Travis: Really? Don't bother catching
these guys' set - they'll undoubtedly be
playing any college campus near you
very soon.
Sunday, April 29
Jose Gonzalez: He is the closest thing
we have to Nick Drake in arrangement,
acoustic talent and soul-tearing lyrics,
and he rarely plays gigs this side of
Sweden, so you should go bliss out to
his tunes.
Lupe Fiasco: With innovative beats
and socially-conscious lyrics, this
Chicago native brings in the funk for
the weekend and lets Ghostface take the
rap slot. Kick it in the heat to Fiasco's
dynamic songs.
The Roots: If you have never seen a
?Love drum solo outside of Chappelle
show, check out the revolving lineup of
the most innovative instrumental hiphop band. Period. Their live show has
yet to disappoint.
Damien Rice: The Irish songster
will stretch his vocals to the limits with
simple acoustic melodies to back it.
Dudes, if you've lost your girlfriend,
look no further. Fans beware though,
female vocal companion Lisa Hannigan
will not be there.
Who to miss:
Rage Against the Machine: Unless
you're a huge fan, there's no reason to
brave the monstrous crowd of goateed
anarchists to maybe catch a glimpse of
one of Zach de la Rocha's dreadlocks.
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Reading of Kaufman's "The Laramie
Project" sheds light on LGBT issues
BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE
STAFF WRITER

USD's MFA actors are good, and I
mean really good. Last Thursday night,
under the direction of Glen Pannell at
the StudioTheater, they took on a staged
reading of "The Laramie Project."
This three-act play deals with the re
action of "small town" Laramie, Wyo
ming to the widely publicized attack
and subsequent murder of Matthew
Shepherd, a gay college student and
Laramie native.
Written by Moises Kaufman, the play
compiles and dramatizes interviews
with over 200 Laramie residents along
with journal entries from Kaufman's
Tectonic Theater Project members that
discuss the Matthew Shepherd murder.
According to sophomore Kyle Beck,
the play was staged masterfully and
fell at the perfect time. "PRIDE week
was a good outlet because the student
audience was in tune to the attitude of
the piece especially since USD is a uni
versity that prides itself on acceptance
of diversity," Beck said.
The seven actors were all members
of the Old Globe/USD Master of Fine
Arts in Theater Arts program. In the
performance, each played multiple
characters in an effort to bring to life
the sixty-plus who appear in the script.
Just before the curtain was pulled, the
production staff had to bring in extra
chairs to accommodate an excess of
attendees, which consisted of a mix of
students, alumni and older patrons. On
stage, there were seven stands placed
in front of seven chairs, which were
adorned with various attire props to
help differentiate characters.
As the play unfurled, the actors gently
pulled the audience into the world of
Laramie, Wyoming; it is a state that is
"Like No Place on Earth" and forced
them to run a gamut of emotions.
The actors and the profoundly honest
material shaped the community of a
train-stop cowboy town that plays host
to the University of Wyoming and gar
ners a unique cross-section of citizens.

The humor, anger and helpless
pain felt by members of the audi
ence were all the more exaggerated
because, quite literally, you can't
make this stuff up. At the end of
each act, audience members could be
seen wiping away tears. Sophomore
Andrew Steele said, "The honesty
and commitment by the actors cre
ated a real sense of tension between
what small town life and small town
views are and what we [as residents
of San Diego] perceive the small
town to be."
The power of the play lays in the
fact that some of the characters may
be presented as stereotypical, but
they actually represent archetypal
members of small towns, specifically
those in the Mountain West region.
MFA student Joy Farmer-Clary ex
pressed her experience at the perfor
mance.
"The script contains really emo
tional material, and we had to attach
ourselves to Matthew Shepherd and
revisit the emotional experiences
of that tragedy in order to explore
each character and how he or she
is unique in order to keep them
human," Farmer-Cary said.
Although actors had to explore
characters with opposing points of
view, Farmer-Clary said this was a
positive challenge. "[It was] indul
gently fun to play with. It required a
shepherding of our technical skills."
Overall, the reading brought to the
surface many of the LGBT and di
versity inclusion issues that plague
American society today. Also, the
intermissions between acts were
helpful in dealing with the heavy
topics.
"[They] allowed me to absorb the
weight of the material," Beck said.
Sophomore Soroya Rowley said that
the spectrum of characters affected
the audience in a unique way. "[It al
lowed me] to form my own opinion
because the actors didn't tell me how
to react." Like I said, those MFA
actors are good.
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Mariachi and orchestra fuse
to capture Blanco's poetry
BY NATALIE ZANZUCCHI
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Any student of Alberto Blanco's will
tell you he knows a lot about poetry. What
they may not tell you is that his knowl
edge extends his own vibrant poetry and
even transcends into visual art.
Last Friday, April 20 students and
community members were treated to an
evening of music, poetry (in both Span
ish and English) and art in the IPJ Theatre
during Blanco's public presentation.
Blanco is a Mexican poet and artist,
visiting USD this spring from Mexico
City as Knapp Chair, "an award that ro
tates among the College of Arts and Sci
ences departments to bring distinguished
visiting scholars to campus," according
to the department of Languages and Lit
eratures website.
Dr. Kimberly Ehreneman, professor
of Spanish, proposed Alberto Blanco as
a candidate for the Knapp Chair last year.
"I could not think of anyone better suited
to this position since the concept behind
the Knapp Chair is to cross arbitrary bor
ders between art, literature and music,"
Eherenman said.
Musician, composer and graduate
of UCSD, Jeff Nevfn introduced the
evening's musical component, a perfor
mance by the Mariachi Champana Nevln
and members of the La Jolla Symphony.
Years ago, Nevln explained, he searched
for a poet with musical elements whose
words he could set to a combination
of orchestra and mariachi. In a small
bookstore in Chula Vista he encountered
Blanco's poetry and decided he had to
meet the poet. Nevln's introduction was
full of lively recuerdos of his time in
Mexico with the poet.
Monica Abrego, a soprano from Ti
juana, sang Blanco's words as the com
bination orchestra/mariachi played and
images of Blanco's art were displayed
on the screens behind the stage. The last
musical performance was a surprise for
Blanco and for the audience as well.
"I woke up one day with mariachi
music," Blanco said about his poem La
ley del sapo. Nevln wrote the music of

Blanco's dream and on Friday night a
mariachi singer sang the words of the
humorous poem.
"Being able to listen for the first time,
and that voice ... wow! ... it has been
a very special experience," an emotional
Blanco said after the performance.
After the musical component of the
event ended, Dr. Eherenman introduced
Blanco once again.
"In Alberto Blanco's poetry we find
an organic fluidity that goes beyond the
artificial borders of music, the written
word, the plastic arts. Alberto's poetry is
his music. As we can see in the images
projected tonight, Alberto's music is his
art. And his art is his poetry," Eherenman
said.
Blanco began the bilingual reading by
dedicating it to his students.
"It's for you," Blanco said as he point
ed to the audience.
Blanco read first the humorous "Declaracion de Principios" before moving
into translations of his poetry. Edgardo
Moctezuma and his wife, Lisa, (owners
of Moctezuma Books, the bookstore in
which Nevln first encountered Blanco's
work) read English translations of Blan
co's work. Dr. Eherenman, Elise Miller
and Joan Lindgren also read transla
tions.
Blanco continued with several rain
poems, aptly fit for the rainy evening.
"Thank you for coming even in so
much rain," Blanco said. "I decided to
include some rain poems tonight, but
I decided this before the rain, so who
knows which came first."
The reading concluded with Blanco's
poem "Music in the Age of Iron" or
"Musica en la Edad de Hierro."
Blanco began the poem slowly and
quietly, but his voice rose as the words
became more and more like onomato
poeias for the noise of a city. Reminis
cent of Federico Garcia Lorca's Poeta en
Nueva York, Blanco's final poem echoed
the noise of his home, Mexico City.
"Me encantd.Creo queJue una mezcla
de entre cultura y el despertar a una nueva
forma de hacer arte," Priscilla Martinez,
senior, said about the experience.

What are you
listening to?
This is where we tell you
what should be on your
iPod

Andrew Marzoni's
Christie Osborne's
Top 10 Collaborations
Top 10 Collaborations
"Under Pressure" - David Bowie & Queen
"The Bens" - Ben Folds, Ben Kweller & Ben Lee
"Mas Que Nada" - Sergio Mendes & the Black Eyed Peas
"Mermaid Avenue" - Billy Bragg & Wilco
"Sketches of Spain" - Miles Davis & Gil Evans
"Mermaid Avenue" - Billy Bragg & Wilco
"Getz/Gilberto" - Stan Getz & Joao Gilberto
"Walk This Way" - Aerosmith & Run DMC
The Dream of Evan and Chan" - Dntel & Ben Gibbard
"Girl from the North Country" - Bob Dylan & Johnny Cash
"Carolina" - Ben Gibbard & Andrew Kenny
"Exit Music for a Film" - Radiohead & Baz Luhrmann
"Plastic Ono Band" - John Lennon & Yoko Ono
"Songs for the Deaf" - Queens of the Stone Age & Dave Grohl
"Don't Go Home With Your Hard-on" - Leonard Cohen, Bob Dylan & Allen Ginsberg
"St. Elsewhere" - Cee-Lo & DJ Danger Mouse
"Modern Girls and Old-Fashioned Men" - The Strokes & Regina Spektor
"Chimes of Freedom" - Bob Dylan & Joan Osborne
"Refugee" - Bob Dylan & Joan Baez
"Sinner's Prayer" - Ray Charles & B.B. King
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Pepper live in concert: a night

Editor's Picks Event Calendar

of sex, Jager and Rock 'n' Roll

April 26 - May 2

made their presence immediately felt.
After a solid minute-long bombard
ment of guitar-soaked fury, the band
The stories are true and the legends effortlessly segued into their set.
Pepper played all but one of the
are real: Pepper is the embodiment of
all that your parents condemn and all songs I came hoping to hear; many
from their first album and most of
that you revel in.
The sold-out show at the Belly-Up the songs from their newest, and my
Tavern opened with the band Iration, favorite, album, "No Shame." They
and I must say, they are damn good. took shots of Jager on stage, requested
They possess a slightly more reggae- the lights be turned off and instructed
infused sound than do most of the rock- the crowd to "feel their way around
reggae bands today, and they perform and find who you're going home with
like veterans: confident, energetic and tonight."
Pepper had no song list, rather they
to the crowd.
Their vocals are strong and their played whatever the crowd yelled
stage presence is stronger. I hope this loudest for; they were funny, they
up and coming band gets the notoriety were crazy and they were rock stars.
My only complaint is that they didn't
they deserve.
Finally, after the crowd had endured pass out bottles of Jagermeister to the
the atrocity known as Wanted Dead crowd - something they are rumored
(the second opener that warrants no to do on a somewhat regular basis.
For some time Pepper has been one
review save that they were abysmal), it
was time for what previously had only of my favorite bands, and along with
been the apocryphal, for what we all Slightly Stoopid, my favorite of the
imagine rock stars personifying: it was rock-reggae bands that followed in the
time for sex, "the black oil of death," footsteps of Sublime.
However, now my love of Pepper's
and rock 'n' roll.
music
runs a distant second to the
The Jagermeister-sponsored trio
from Hawaii hit the stage with what complete adoration of what they rep
can only be described as unbridled vi resent. In a time of politically correct,
vacity. Shirts off, guitars blazing and make-up-wearing pansies they replace
frantically jumping around like a bunch drugs with Jager and live out their life
of wallabies laced up on meth, Pepper the right way: as Rock Gods.
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BY CLAY TOLBERT
STAFF WRITER

Ask Alliant About Education
At our San Diego campus, we offer:
• TeachersCHOICE preparation programs
• Early Completion Option:
California leaching Credential in Nine Months
* Master's in Education; Teaching, offered with
the Early Completion Option or online
* Master's in Education with credential in one year

•

* Auditory-Oral Certificate

• School and Educational Psychology
Masters in Education. School Psychology Credential
* Doctorate in Educational Psychology

• Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages (TESOL)
• Masters in Education. TESOL
• Doctorate in TESOL
TESOL Graduate Certificate or CLAD Certificate

"Diggers" opens @
Landmark's Ken Cinema
4061 Adams Ave.
San Diego, CA 92116

Thursdav. April 26
The Arcade Fire @
Spreckels Theatre
121 Broadway
San Diego, CA 92101
(All Ages)

Saturdav. April 28
Coachella Festival continues

The Rapture @
The Beauty Bar
4746 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92115
(21+)

Rufus Wainwright @
Belly Up Tavern
143 S. CedrosAve.
Solana Beach, CA 92126
Sundav. April 29
Coachella Festival continues

Fridav. April 27
Coachella Festival @
Empire Polo Grounds
Indio, CA 92201
Blonde Redhead @
Belly Up Tavern
143 S. CedrosAve.
Solana Beach, CA 92075
(21+)
Explosions in the Sky @
The Epicentre
8450 Mira Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92126
(All Ages)

Mondav. April 30
Ghostface Killah @
Belly Up Tavern
143 S. Cedros Ave.
Solana Beach, CA 92126
Tuesdav. Mav 1
Damien Rice @
SDSU Open Air Theatre
5550 Campanile Dr.
San Diego, CA 92109
(All Ages)

Copley Library announces
Extended Weekend Hours
th

Fri, May 4
Sat, May 5th

7:30 am -9 pm
10 am - 9 pm

Fri, May 11th 7:30 am - midnight
Sat, May 12th 10 am - midnight

• Educational Leadership
• Master's in Educational Administration
Doctorate in Educational Leadership and Management
for more information,
or to attend an open house
call I -866-U-ALLIANT or
email admissions@alliant.e<lu
Now Accepting Applications
lor Fall 2007

ALLIANT

INTERN AT ION At UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Education

www.alliant.edu/gsoe
- ; .
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Finals - Open 24 Hours
Open Sunday, May 13th at 10 am
Close Tuesday, May 22nd at 8 pm
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ATTENTION STUDENTS,
FACULTY, & STAFF!

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP*

Do you have United Health Care Dental
Insurance?
Here's part of what your plan covers:
- 50% Deductible
- $1500 benefits per year
-100% coverage on cleanings, exams and
X-rays
-80% coverage on fillings, root canals, and
periodontal treatment.
- 50% coverage on crown, bridge and
dentures.

r

KeyBank Education Loans

We're awarding 55,000
to five lucky winner one each month
from February to June.

^

Enter to win at
key.com/take5.

)

School is a challenge. Paying for it shouldn't be. That's
why KeyBank of em the Federal Stafford Loan with great
borrower benefits, including:
• Zero origination fees'
• 3.75% principal reduction*
• 0.25% interest rate reduction*
To select KeyBank as your lender, reference 813760
tender code when applying for federal loan funds through
your school.
Visit us online anytime at key.com/educate,
or call 1,800,KEY" LEND (1.800.539.5363).

Monday - Friday: 8a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. EST

KeyBank

Dr. Marc Bowers is now accepting patients with United Health Care
Dental Insurance!

—Oit

* F® seMMip totes. visit S^samWSS
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touts saMced m safe Mas(tm>w te m eligible tor the me Mae wwr teas® wooam. Sdspcttoctwtge at
tender^ dfeeafen.
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Marc Bowers, DDS
3737 Moraga Ave, B-206
San Diego, CA 92117
Call: (858) 273-0700
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Month FREE!

Call for more details and reserve your space today!

Offer valid a t Hotel Circle & Fashion Valley locations only. For n e w customers only:
Subject to availability. On select units — while supplies last Expires 5/31/07.

H « Self ^
A"1 Storage

>5,

www.alstorage.com

The world you teach is
the world 1
change.

Noted Circle
2245 Hotel Circle South

619-295-5255

Once you complete your bachelor's degree: Azusa Pacific
University (APU) offers 26 opportunities at 7 convenient Southern
Caiifofntalocafons for you to become a teacher, counselor, coach,
or administrator. And, because APU is one of oniy five NCATE
accredited California private schools, you receive excellent
preparation recognized by all 50 states and internationally, if
you are not interested in pursuing a degree in education, APU
also offers numerous other master's and doctoral programs to
help you accomplish your academic and career aspirations,

Look for us at the University
Center on 5/9 and 5/10 from 9-3
and get 1 FREE box. Get 2 more
FREE boxes with each rental!

To schedule a personal appointment or apply for an upcoming term:
(800) TAIK-APU or (626) 815-4570
www.apu.edu/educatton/tips
graduatecenter@apu.edu

K-12, bachelor's to doctorate,
we know teaching.

"For students only— white supplies last.
il

II

Office Hours:
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. M-F
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. S-S

AZUSA PACIFIC
U S 111 8 8 SIT?
9011, Alosta Ave.
AzuW.CA 91702

s»

Fashion Valley
1501 Frazee Road

619-296-5200

More locations to serve you Including Morena — Bay Park
1190-B W Morena Blvd. / 619-267-6777
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NBA underdogs
have something
to prove in
playoffs

BY PATRICK BRADY
SPORTS EDITOR

The NBA playoffs got underway
this past weekend as the Western and
Eastern conferences of the association
pitted their top eight teams, respec
tively, against one another in route to
crowning a sole champion. However,
one team seemed to sneak through the
backdoor of the Western conference
without detection, landing squarely on
the eighth seed.
The Golden State Warriors, whose
last appearance in the NBA playoffs
dates back to Chris Webber's rookie
season, gained entry by winning nine
of their last 10 games, subsequently
bumping the Los Angeles Clippers
from their anchoring position as the
eighth seed.
One would think that making the
playoffs after a 13-year hiatus would
garner some attention for the margin
alized Warrior franchise, but it appears
as though no one could care less, espe
cially ESPN. Of the few stories con
cerning the Warrior's run into playoffs
that aired on ESPN this past weekend,
most asserted that the Warriors would
prove to be less than a formidable
opponent for the no. 1 seeded Dallas
Mavericks, who by most accounts are
the favorite to repeat as Western Con
ference champions. Perhaps ESPN
should have paid closer attention in
the weeks leading up to the playoffs.
On Sunday night, amidst a capacity
crowd at the American Airlines Arena
in Dallas, the Warriors and standout
guard, Baron Davis, put on a clinic for
the hosting Mavericks, their fans and
their irate owner Mark Cuban. Playing
with essentially nothing to lose and a
huge chip on their shoulders, the War
riors captured game one of the seven
game series with relative ease, beating
Dallas 97-85.
Everyone in the country seemed
surprised by this outcome, except, of
course, me. Being a permanent resi
dent of the San Francisco Bay Area, I
have been keeping a close eye on the
Warriors all season, eagerly hoping
that this would be the year they
would finally make it back to the post
season.
Despite my allegiance to Golden
State, I am also a realist and the pros
pect of the Warriors taking down the
Mavericks is albeit, unlikely. How
ever, if game one of this series proves
anything, it should be that no matter
what seed, you should never sleep on
a team starved for attention, especially
one that has posted a 5-0 record against
you in the last two seasons.
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Toreros unravel against SMC
BY ANDY KAESTLE
STAFF WRITER

The lady Toreros were closely
matched up this past weekend with
number-two ranked St. Mary's. In years
past, St. Mary's was just another team
struggling to remain competitive in the
WCC conference, but this year proved to
be different.
"They were a new team this year,"
sophomore Emily Passovoy said.
The team lost three of four this week
end, and two of the losses were decided
by just a one run margin.
"It was a really tough series to lose.
Their offense was just really on," fresh
men pitcher Jennifer Ellenbeck said.
The Toreros managed to hang with
their higher ranked opponent, but St.
Mary's proved to be a stronger lateinning team.
The lady Toreros won the second
game Saturday afternoon playing very
solid offense and defense. Losing the first
match-up instilled a team-wide vendetta
and it showed in their play. After scoring
four runs, San Diego put together several
great rallies on offense and stopped St.
Mary's in their tracks with only two.
"It almost felt like they had taken
something from us," Passovoy said.
It was anticipated going into Sunday's
games that there was going to be an in
tense demonstration of softball competi
tion, but St. Mary's turned it up. The To
reros fell 5-0 in the first game of the day
which killed the Torero's hope of taking
out their superior.
"You can't win if you don't score,"
junior Nichole Valenzuela said. "We
needed more team effort to score runs."

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Jennifer Ellenbeck added a homerun to her complete game performance on the
mound in the Toreros doubleheader loss to St. Marys on Sunday.

The Toreros met briefly to regroup
before starting the fourth and final game
of the series.
"We had the motivation to get it back,"
Ellenbeck said.
The ladies eventually fell 5-4 again in
the late innings of the contest. With only
two weeks left in the regular season, the
lady Toreros are looking to finish on a

strong note against Sacramento State
next weekend.
"This definitely opened our eyes to re
alize how good our conference is. We are
going to keep working hard," Valenzuela
said.
The Toreros are away this weekend
with their first game starting at noon on
Saturday.

Baseball enters decisive series with Pepperdine
BYRAYAYALA
STAFF WRITER

The no. 16 San Diego Toreros play
their biggest series of the year to date;
arguably the biggest match-up in West
Coast baseball, as they take on the no.
15 Pepperdine Waves in Cunningham
Stadium this weekend.
Both teams have key players, out
standing records and both are most
likely going to make the NCAA tour
nament.
Both teams have great hitters.
Adrian Ortiz of Pepperdine has 73 hits
and has a chance to achieve the rare
college baseball feat of 100 hits, while
USD's Justin Snyder will give the feat
a run for his money with 69 hits of his
own. .
Other Pepperdine hitters to look out
for include Eric Thames (5 HRs) and
Danny Worthy. Overall, Pepperdine
has six starters who have an average of
.300 or better. USD will counter with
its senior bash brothers, Jordan Abruzzo (8 HRs) and Shane Buschini (11
HRs).
On Friday we will see two future
draft picks take the mound in a battle
of power versus finesse. Pepperdine
will send ace pitcher Barry Enright to
the mound. Enright is a junior and has
already made it clear that he will enter

his name in the MLB Draft this year.
Easily projected as a top 100 pick,
he comes into this game with a 10-1
record and a ridiculous 1.58 ERA.
The USD Toreros will counter
with the college game's most domi
nant strikeout pitcher, Brian Matusz.
Matusz, who is only a sophomore,
cannot enter the draft this year but is
easily going to be a first round pick,

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

The Toreros upcoming series with Pep
perdine will most likely decide the winner
of the WCC conference this season.

as lefties as good as he is are hard to
come by.
Matusz currently leads all of NCAA
baseball with 127 strikeouts, and he

also carries an 8-2 record with a low
2.57 ERA. This match up is a scouts
dream, as anyone in attendance will
get to watch two of the top ten pitchers
in the college game face each other in
a battle for first place in the WCC.
On Sunday, it will be a battle of the
southpaws, as Josh Romanski of USD
will face Robert Dickmann of Pepper
dine. Dickmann has struggled at times
this year, but given the right day, he
can still be a dominant pitcher.
Romanski has not only been hot
with his bat, but also with his pitching.
Romanski will enter the game with a
7-1 record and a 2.33 ERA.
On Monday we will see a match
up of USD's Matt Couch versus Brett
Hunter. Hunter was recently named
WCC pitcher of the week, which will
be added pressure on Couch. Couch
has been a solid no. 3 for the Toreros
going 6-2 with a 3.81 ERA.
The series with Pepperdine this week
will either make or break the Toreros
season. A series win will boost them
up the national polls and put them in
the driver seat to the top of the WCC.
However, a series loss would push
them behind the Waves in the WCC
and diminish their current standing as
the 16th ranked team in the country,
and putting them in risk of falling short
of the WCC Championship series.
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USD reaches quarterfinals in flowboarding championships
BY NICK PETERSON
STAFF WRITER
Students battled an artificial wave in
an attempt to gain college flowboarding
supremacy. Participants from Univeristy of California-Irvine, Southern Cal
ifornia , UC-Santa Barbara, San Diego
State, Point Loma, Mesa and USD gath
ered at Mission Beach's WaveHouse
for the second annual CSTV Collegiate
Flowboarding Championships last Sat
urday. Competitors for USD included
Tina Spadaform, Blake Zimmerman,
Spencer Hayes, Max Foley, Wyatt Har
rison, Zach Arreola, Ryan Offerman,
Will Fletcher and Matt Suggs.
The Flowboarding Championship
was part of a larger series of events
hosted by CSTV. This year's CSTV
Collegiate Nationals featured snowboarding, boxing, Whitewater kayaking,
freeskiing and weightlifting champion
ships in Reno, NV with beach volley
ball and wakeboarding championships
in San Diego.
President of CSTV Brian Bedol
stated, "the Collegiate Nationals is
an excellent showcase for compelling
championship competition in sports
and events that do not often receive the
national exposure they deserve."
One of San Diego's landmarks, the
WaveHouse, opened in 2002. Since
then, the seven-acre water park has
become a cornerstone to the Mission
Beach community. The $5 million
facility opened its main attraction,
the Wave Loch Bruticus Maximus, in
2005. This ten-foot simulated wave
combines elements of surfing, skate
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Nine USD students participated in the WaveHouse's annual collge flowboarding tournament, with peformances from students like
Wyatt Harrison (above) paving the Toreros way to the quarterfinals of the competition.

boarding and snowboarding. Torero
competitor Wyatt Harrison said, "The
water is moving at 35 mph so you don't
really have a chance to think about
what you want to do like on a wave,
you just sort of react."
Saturday's flowboarding
event
featured some of the area's finer surf
ers. On Saturday in the preliminaries

USD's Arreola and Harrison advanced
in the first heat. Mesa's Mclntyre won
the heat. Additionally, Torero Fletcher
advanced in the second heat while
SDSU's Andy Gold took first place in
that heat. The three Torero's run ended
in the quarterfinals.
"I thought that [the competition]
went very smoothly. We did pretty well

but are definitely looking to improve
for next year," Harrison said. The final
featured San Diego State, Southern Cal
and Mesa with two competitors each.
The public event featured an inter
esting musical performance by LA
based DJ Spinning and a new avenue
for college competition that will con
tinue to attract students.

Men's tennis finishes second in WCC Championship
BY MARK HEISEY
COPY EDITOR

The men's tennis team took second
place in last weekend's WCC Champi
onship tournament, losing to the Pepperdine Waves in the final on Sunday.
Rain on the opening day of the tour
nament caused last minute changes in
match times. The players were forced to
seek clearer skies at the Barnes Tennis

Center, where most of Friday's action
took place. Despite the weather, the To
reros finished all but 15 minutes of their
opening match against the University of
San Francisco Dons. They finished the
match on Saturday morning, beating the
Dons 4-1.
Play moved back to USD on Satur
day, where the Toreros, ranked third in
the conference, beat the second seeded
Santa Clara Broncos, 4-1, with doubles

wins by the team of Chris Coetzee and
Thomas Liversage and the team of Jonas
Mouly and Charl Wolmarans, as well
as singles victories by Ryo Sekiguchi,
Mouly and Wolmarans.
The Toreros were shut out 4-0 in the
championship, but wins did not come
easy for the Waves. After the Waves won
the doubles point, all four of the singles
matches went three sets, but the Waves
came out on top in the first three matches

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
Ryo Sekiguchi delivers a powerful forehand return in his singles match with Omar Altmann, helping USD advance to the finals.

to finish.
The scores in the championship were
as follows: in doubles, Pepperdine's
Omar Altmann and Richard Johnson de
feated USD's Chris Coetzee and Thomas
Liversage 8-2, and Pepperdine's Bassam
Beidas and James Lemke defeated USD's
Matt Ozurovich and Ryo Sekiguchi, 8-6.
In singles, Lemke defeated Mouly 6-0,
2-6, 6-2. Johnson defeated Wolmarans
7-6(5), 5-7, 6-3. Beidas defeated Coe
tzee 3-6, 6-3, 7-5.
According to Tom Hagedorn, head
coach of the Toreros, Sunday's match
summed up the whole season, where
coming close but falling short against top
teams was an unfortunate recurrence.
"The closer it is, the more heartbreak
ing it is," Hegedorn said. "Obviously it
hurts."
The match was the best attended of
the season for the Toreros, with fans
cheering in support of both sides, and the
players were happy to be at the center of
such a charged atmosphere.
"It was great having the girl's soccer
team out here. They kept the spirits high
and kept us going," Coetzee said.
To call Pepperdine a WCC dynasty
would be an understatement. Sunday's
win made 17 straight conference champi
onships for the Waves, who also became
the only WCC program to win a national
men's tennis championship last year.
"We knew it was going to be hard,"
Mouly said. "They're a top team. We
fought hard."
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Men's basketball announces
new assistant coaching staff
BY JUSTIN SAKS

STAFF WRITER
The final coaching positions for
the USD men's basketball team have
been selected. Head coach Bill Grier
has named Bill Carr the associate head
coach and Walter Roese and Kyle
Bankhead the assistant coaches.
"I'm excited about our staff," head
coach Grier said. "Everyone brings
something a little different to the
table."
Bill Carr has spent the past three
seasons as the head coach of the UCSD
Tritons. He now will return to the West
Coast Conference where he was once a
player and assistant coach at the Uni
versity of San Francisco.
"[Carr] has six years of head coach
ing experience, and was an assistant at
the Division I level for eleven years,"
Grier said. "With his knowledge of San
Diego and California, he will be some
one I can lean on for both recruiting
and player development."
Walter Roese has been an assistant
coach at BYU for the past two seasons.
Roese is from Novo Hamburgo, Brazil
and played professionally for seven
years in Brazil and Italy. This past
summer Roese coached the Brazilian
Junior National Team and helped them
qualify for the 2007 World Cup.

This will be Bankhead's first fulltime coaching position. He was Grier's
player at the University of Gonzaga
from 2000 to 2004 where they won
four straight WCC championships and
qualified for the NCAA tournament.

"I'm excited about
our staff. Everyone
brings something
a little different to
the table,"
Bill Grier, head basketball
coach.
"In Kyle Bankhead, I get a guy who
understands taking a program to the
next level," Grier said. "He understands
what we want to do both offensively
and defensively, and he is someone
who is very familiar with me."
Grier expressed that these additions
will bring experience, enthusiasm
and expertise to the Torero basketball
program. Each coach has a record of
winning, and that is exactly what the
Toreros hope to do. Grier is excited to
get the season underway with his new
coaching staff.
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Positive Body Image:
Accept Every Body,
Especially Your Own
Body Image is a tricky thing.
We hear about it and most of
us think about eating
disorders and obesity. These
are the extremes, and
although they are very real
and serious problems, most
people are affected by a more
moderate form of negative
body image. Awareness of
how we think and talk about
ourselves is the first step.

Try to catch yourself the next time you
disparage yourself or others based on
looks. ("I'm so fat." "She should not be
wearing thai skirt with her legs."}

Physical and mental health
should be the goal of
exercise, not perfection.
Use the time and energy that you might
have spent worrying about food, calories,
and your weight to do something to help
others. Sometimes reaching out to other
people can help you feel better about
yourself and can make a positive change
in our world.

Replace it with a positive statement or
plan. ("1 have been really busy with
school lately ; 1 think 1 will go walk ntn
on the beach today.")
If you or someone you care about
is affected by an eating disorder,
do not be afraid to ask for help
from the Counseling Center
(x46S5), Student Health Center
<x4595), or stop by the Women's
Center in UC U6(x2396) to
receive more resources.

Classifieds
FOR SALE: the beach.
Call Seth,
Realtor with RE/MAX
858.869.3940.
Sand sold separately

No.Mission Beach House for rent. Furnished. 2 Bedroom/2 Bath. 2 car garage. Washer/
dryer. Oceanside. Available 8/31/07 for the academic year. $1700/month. Utilities not
included. $2000 security deposit. Contact pla615@sbcglobal.net or Pat at 925-943-6727.

Universityof San Diego
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

SENIOR CLASS LEGACY
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE!
SENIORS, JUNIORS,
SOPHOMORES AND FRESHMEN
ARE INVITED TO APPLY!

(between Ulric St

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT

HTTP://ALUMNI.SANDIEGO.EDU.
DEADLINE FRIDAY, MAY 4.

•MM
.

designed by edpeji..

For more information
contact 619.S40.0285
I i ndavistafa ir<§>yahoo.com
Entertainment

www.lindavistafair.org

• ESTABLISHED IN 1989
• SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM BY STUDENTS,
FOR STUDENTS
• GRADUATING SENIORS AND ALUMNI
RAISE MONEY FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
• ONE OF MANY WAYS THAT USD ALUMNI
SUPPORT CURRENT STUDENTS!
SPONSORED BY THEUSD ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

